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 The HL-LHC project is progressing into construction phase. Prototypes of

11 T magnets, MQXF, Crab Cavity, low impedance collimators, SC links, etc.

are under construction or under test.

 The HL-LHC management deems it necessary to set up a series of reviews

to assess the readiness for production of the main and most critical

equipment in terms of cost, complexity of construction and performance

impact.

 The committee, in agreement with HL-LHC management and GL/WP

leaders is responsible for selecting the right time to review each

component or equipment.

 The main scope of production readiness reviews is to assess the

production readiness and the ability to start the production phase.

Consequently, the functionality and design of the components reviewed

are outside the scope of this committee.

From EDMS 1892005 HL-LHC Production readiness review
Mandate approved by PMM (02.11.2017) and ATSMB (19.12.2017)
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Mandate 

The committee is invited to assess for each equipment: 

1. Scope of work: is there a clear definition and clear interfaces? 

2. Procedures, construction specifications, executive drawings: are all in approved status, 

verified by due authority, and well documented? 

3. Quality Assurance is it correctly in place: procedures, documentation, check/holding points, 

etc.? 

4. Components: 

a. Availability and delivery schedule margin.  

b. Logistics (flow and storage). 

5. Assembly tools 

a. Availability, qualifications 

6. Production planning robustness. 

This general mandate will be customized and adapted according to the different nature of the various 

equipment under assessment. 
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Format: short and simple but efficient.

 Presentations in the morning to review the six

points listed in the mandate.

 Preliminary report prepared after the

presentations.

 Preliminary conclusions in the early

afternoon.

 Final report in EDMS after 1 week – ten days.
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List of Equipments for 2018

TDIS 08.03.2018

TANB 19.04.2018

11 T collared coils and cold mass 04.07.2018

Q1, Q2 Cryostats September 2018

By-pass cryostat October 2018
(11T, bypass, Conn. Cr. For point 2)

MQXF quadrupole Oct. Nov. 2018
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EDMS 1921625
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The TDI is the protection system in case of failure of the MKI. The TDI system

showed several weak points already during RUN1. Several interventions were

carried out during LS1 and YETS 2016-17 but still some issues are affecting

its performance. Furthermore, HL-LHC foresees to double the injection stored

energy and significantly increase the energy density.

For all the above reasons it has been decided to design a new TDI, the so

called TDIS and install it during LS2.
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Comments of the reviewers (M. Modena, I. Bejar Alonso,

A. Bertarelli, B. Nicquevert, D. Perini (Chairman))

Chiara Bracco: TDIS Description and scope of project

 Risk analysis document: the document exists and shall be released.

Luca Gentini: Assembly procedure

 The assembly procedure is well defined and documented, tools are

correctly designed.

David Carbajo Perez Manufacture and Inspection Plan

 The assembly at CERN is justified by the small number of TDIS and the

need of controlling carefully the assembly procedure. Furthermore we

need to have the expertise in the house in case of further repair or

maintenance.
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Antonio Perillo-Marcone Schedule and logistics

 We strongly recommend so solve the space problem (storage already a

problem, assembly space as of July) that is considered as the major

concern found during the review.

 Another concern to be addressed is the distance between the assembly

area and the metrology facilities, in particular the potential risk of

transporting high precision devices.

 Concerning the metrology resources it is confirmed that the request has

been raised, positively answered and added in PLAN.

David Carbajo Perez Procedures, specifications and drawings

 We recommend to consolidate the metadata (versioning, numbering and

validity) and to obtain the full approval of the documentation before the

manufacturing process.

 The review committee acknowledges the completeness and quality of the

drawing folders.
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Conclusions of the review
The reviewers acknowledge the completeness of the

documentation and the good advancement of the TDIS

project. The production can start providing that a few actions

listed below will be carried out.

Actions recommended in order of priority:
 Solve the space problem: storage already a problem,

assembly space as of July.

 Complete and release the full documentation package.

 Consolidate the transport strategy: during assembly and

installation.
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EDMS 1966193
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The Neutral Beam Absorber (TANB) is designed to absorb the flux of forward
high-energy neutral particles produced at the interaction region of IP8. Together
with a dedicated mask situated in front of D2, It provides the necessary shielding
for the downstream twin aperture superconducting magnet D2 and the outer
triplet quads (Q4, Q5, and Q6).
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Comments of the reviewers (M. Modena, I. Bejar Alonso,

A. Bertarelli, B. Nicquevert, D. Perini (Chairman))

Francisco Sanchez Galan: TANB Description and scope of project

 The PRR recommends to structure the documentation so to give a clear

view of the evolution of the specification requirements and consequently

the design on the TANB.

 The panel notes that the present TANB solution does not cover the

requirements for a potential operation of LHCb at nominal luminosity

(post LS3)

 The panel notes that there are no spares foreseen in the plan given the

absent of delicate and active actuation systems. For the vacuum

components that potentially could be damaged during TANB installation

or backing, we suggest to check the spare policy together with

concerned groups and WP12.
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Pablo Santos Diaz: TANB Installation procedure

 The PRR acknowledge that the WP8 has found and agreement to move

the BPM equipment and that has found a common solution for the

alignment. This configuration can be reused for other equipment and will

reduce the dose received by the survey and the BI teams.

 The LHC ECR has been informally circulated and up to now has not

shown any critical point for any of the parties involved.

Miguel dos Santos: Manufacture and Inspection Plan

 The on paper MIP must be implemented in MTF.
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Miguel dos Santos: Procedures, specifications and drawings

 The PRR acknowledge the design files prepared for the TANB and the

alignment table but remarks the need to implement some changes, mainly:

- structure of the design files with assembly drawings

- improvement and correction of geometrical specifications

- slight modification of the interface between the two tungsten blocks

It is suggested to do the improvements quickly as they are needed for the

Price Enquiry.

Francisco Sanches Galan: Schedule and logistics

 The delivery schedule of the tungsten seems demanding. It seems that there

is a relatively large contingency and this should cover possible delays.
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Conclusions of the review

The reviewers acknowledge the completeness of the documentation and the

good advancement of the TANB project. In particular we want to mention the

nice job of optimization of size and performances. This has given significate

savings in terms of costs. The work on the alignment table has positive

consequences on other applications.

The production can start providing that a few actions listed below will be

carried out.

Actions recommended in order of priority:
 Revise, correct and urgently release the construction

drawings.

 Complete and release the full documentation package.

 Clean the documentation folders, move to obsolete the

documents referring to previous configurations.
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Conclusions

 The PRR, a useful ‘last control’ before starting the

production.

 Light format: the work required to the project engineers is

relatively small. In principle all the procedures and the

documentation should be already available.

 For the TDIS and TANB the review was positive. We

spotted a few points requiring attention but globally the

situation is under control and the production can start.

 As a ‘side’ effect the documentation of the projects is well

defined and stored in EDMS. All this thank to the

valuable help of Isabel’s team.
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Thank you for your attention
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